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The Role of ‘Smart Specialisation’ as 
Governance Approach for ‘Decentralised 
Coordination’ of European Innovation Policy

Using the history of smart specialisation from its conception as an approach for 
increasing efficiency of public R&D spending in the European Research Area, to 
interregional cooperation for industrial transformation in thematic smart specialisation 
partnerships, this contribution analyses a basic feature of the smart specialisation 
approach.  This is the model of ‘decentralised coordination’. Searching for 
transformation policies that avoid picking winners, smart specialisation is developing a 
European multi-level governance that combines mutual alignment of local strengths 
(bottom-up) with European strategic objectives (top-down). From Lisbon strategy over 
cohesion policy to new missions: the challenge is to develop operational methods for 
targeting co-investments with a high European added-value across its unique eco-
systems. 



Overview

■ Brief history of smart specialisation, a European policy approach

■ The European integration challenge: multi-level (decentralised) governance

■ The European transformation challenge: system transition, co-creation, 

decentralised alignment

■ Policy framework for smart specialisation as governance approach

■ Operationlisation of smart specialisation as governance approach



Brief History of Smart Specialisation: 
from R&D to cohesion to ‘transformation’

■ Lisbon Strategy and ERA: ‘specialisation’ to increase efficiency and effectiveness of public R&D 
spending in EU (2007)

■ Expert Group ‘Knowledge for Growth’ (Foray): smart specialisation = “create future domestic 
capability and interregional comparative advantage” (2009)

■ OECD Study ‘Innovation-driven Growth in Regions: The Role of Smart Specialisations’ (2013) 
= vertically-oriented policy framework that combines bottom-up and top down process in priority 
setting for public investments in knowledge at the regional level 

■ Twin-EC Communications: ‘Innovation Flagship’ and ‘Regional Policy Contributing to Smart Growth 
in Europe’ (2010): smart specialisation as part of national innovation policy

■ Smart Specialisation as ‘conditionality’ for thematic objective ‘innovation’ in ERDF

■ 2012: ‘Vanguard Initiative New Growth through Smart Specialisation’ (Regions with new industrial
policies)

■ ….. S3 Platform; RIS3; Thematic Smart Specialisation Platforms …



The European integration challenge: multi-
level governance

■ European integration: a political mission in times of uncertainty
Added-value of EU= getting the most out of countries/regions for common goals

■ Regional perspective: getting the most out of Europe (=transfers?) 

■ Multi-level governance: getting right things done at right places / a role for all

■ Missing institutions? Or missing capacities?

■ ‘Decentralised coordination’ : mutual alignment of independent decision makers  
(dynamic anticipation) 

■ Key-words: joint roadmapping, mutual (long-term) commitment, flexible adaptation

trust-building by sharing common futures across policy levels and policy 
domains (role of city regions!)



The European transformation challenge: 
system transition, co-creation, 
decentralised alignment

■ Societal challenges, SDGs, climate change, next industrial revolution, …

■ Beyond managing the status-quo with ‘eco-systems’, ‘clusters’, ‘triple helix’: 
transform these into instruments for change (self-discovery)

■ System transitions require co-creation of direction, with new types of governance

■ Leadership, ownership, inclusiveness go together.

■ Mutual alignment, recognising mutual strenghts and complementarities
(competitve-cooperative game)= entrepereneurial discovery at EU level

■ Pilot experience for alignment in ‘thematic smart specialisation platforms’



Policy framework for smart specialisation as 
a governance approach

■ Beyond cohesion policy (catching-up by leap-frogging; transformation by bootstrapping!)

■ Mainstreaming smart specialisation in all European innovation and transformation
policies through synchronisation of directionality and 

■ European Semester: smart specialisation strategies part of modernisation agenda

■ Cross-DG reference framework (e.g. clusters, skills and ‘smart targeting’)

■ European ‘missions’ (Horizon Europe): smart specialisation for co-inventing, co-investing

■ European ‘strategic value chains’ (European Industrial Policy): smart specialisation for
accelerating and building critcal mass, with co-demonstration across borders

■ European investment plan (EIB): smart specialisation co-investments for de-risking new 
futures in thematic investment platforms



Operationlisation of smart specialisation as 
governance approach

■ Capacity building for decentralised ‘smart’ investment decisions

– European goalsetting as top-down condition

– Regional/local priority-setting as bottom-up condition

– Governance coherence, through synchronisation of (European-national-
regional/research-innovation-industrial-skills) policies on goals and (aligned) priorities

■ Instruments

– Strategic intelligence (not bench-marking existing strenghts but identification of 
complementarity in future opportunity areas)

– Co-creation process (in quadruple helix) of joint roadmaps: strategies AND their
demonstration environment (living labs)

– Budget allocation in line with governance for priorities (earmarking)

■ Governance for ‘Smart Complementarities’ (= Co-investments)


